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CONCLUSIONS
• The targeted nature of Bead Assisted Mass Spectrometry yields raw MALDI MS data sets that
are information rich yet can be analyzed in seconds using a simple web browser.

• Analysis tools for BAMS data can be customized to deliver quantitative results within a
biologically meaningful and informative context (e.g. mapped onto a canonical signaling
pathway, such as mTOR).

• Detailed characterization of BAMS reagents in representative samples allows a data-driven,
continuous optimization of the mass-informatics workflow, by increasing the number and
quality of quantification features used by the software.
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Figure 1. BAMS Workflow for Targeted Proteomics Applications. Standard bottom-up methods are
used to generate peptides for targeted monitoring of proteins using BAMS (lysis, reduction, alkylation,
digestion). Digested peptides are incubated overnight with BAMS affinity capture beads in Eppendorf
tube or 96-well plate. For middle-down applications, such as CSF, beads are incubated directly for
peptide binding (1). Magnetic agarose beads are transferred, sequentially into wash buffers (PBS,
ammonium bicarbonate, DDW) before placed into the BAMS slide (2). Washed beads are transferred
onto the BAMS slide to settle beads into pico-wells (3), captured peptides from each BAMS bead are
eluted into the pico-well using a matrix sprayer (4), eluted, dry peptides are analyzed after
disassembling gaskets and placing into slide adapter for MALDI MS measurement (5).
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Figure 2. BAMS Assay Validation. BAMS affinity beads are individually validated by localized
peptide elution and direct, MALDI MS measurement of the target peptide. Targeted MS/MS acquisition
can be performed to verify the sequence of the captured peptide(s). A MALDI MS spectral library is
generated for each protease digestion condition with each Affi-BAMS bead (A). The BAMS assay can
accommodate thousands of target peptides (unmodified & protein PTM) in a single experiment on a
slide for identification and quantification of the target proteins in the configured assay panel (B).
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Figure 5. Data-Driven Assay Development. In the Rapamycin study simple, theoretically predicted
monoisotopic masses were used as a quantitation template. However, in more recent development work
e.g. for a new Beta Amyloid assay, quantitation features are derived empirically using pilot study
samples (A). Frequently recurring MALDI MS centroids across such pilot samples are used to define a
reference set of features. Quantitation is then performed using the sample apex within a tolerance
window around each of these candidate features. Only then are candidate features compared to
expected theoretical peptide profiles (B). This means that in addition to quantitation features with
expected peptide identifications, assay development yields unexpected but reproducible quantitation
features which are flagged for further study (C).

Figure 6. Multivariate Analysis of Beta-Amyloid BAMS Assay Results. Hierarchical clustering
(A) and principal component analysis (B) are two effective options for downstream analysis of
BAMS assay data. In this case, the data clearly separate by disease and the analysis indicates
that individual Beta-Amyloid peptides can effectively separate the two disease conditions.
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Figure 3. From RAW data to Pathway Report in 15 seconds.
A SILAC experiment was conducted to characterize phospho-
signaling response to Rapamycin. The Rapamycin and control
samples were analyzed in a single (~100 sec) BAMS assay
consisting of beads for major phosphosites and proteins in the
MTOR pathway. The resulting RAW data folder was consolidated
into a simple text-based .ms1 peak list file5 using the well-known
ProteoWizard6 software in 12 seconds. The resulting .ms1 file was
then directly drag-n-dropped onto a web-based report generator
(requiring no parameterization) which produced a comprehensive
and interactive Pathway Report in less than 3 seconds. Note that
while the report generator is delivered to the browser as a web-based
tool, the data itself is processed entirely in the browser (i.e. the data
is not uploaded to a server and never leaves the user’s computer).
Figure 4. An Interactive Pathway Report. Every circle in the
pathway assay report (A) corresponds to a quantified peak on a
specific bead (where purple means down-regulation and orange
mean upregulation). Clicking on a bead/circle shows the region of
the spectrum that was used to quantify the peptide or phosphosite
ratio (double clicking on the plot then expands the viewer to show
the entire spectrum). The location of the bead indicates the context
of the measurements both in terms of the specific (phospho)peptide
identified as well as the position within the broader signaling
pathway. By default the selected bead is from MTOR S448
(highlighted in light-green). However, by clicking around the user
can explore the entire dataset and fairly quickly identify e.g. the
total elimination of signal in the S235+S236 phosphosite of RPS6
(F) as well as the elimination of signal at S65+T70 on 4EBP1 (D).
In the latter case, the beads offer confirmation that this is not due to
a decrease in overall protein amount (C) as the peptide being
quantified is not a phosphopeptide. A Western blot confirming both
observations for 4EBP1 is shown (E) as well as a similar Western
blot for RPS6 (G). The detection of multiple simultaneous
measurements on single bead can be seen in (B) where a singly-
phosphorylated bead/peak (i) was selected, but expansion of the
spectrum reveals the intriguing pattern of down-regulation for
doubly-phosphorylated forms (iii, iv) of the peptide with
concomitant upregulation of the single phosphorylated forms (i, ii).
Note that this observation is seen across three replicate beads and
two distinct peptides (for a total of twelve related observations).
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CSF and Cell line Samples: Human CSF samples were obtained from Johns Hopkins School of Medicine,
Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center (Baltimore, MD). SILAC labeling of MKN45 cells with rapamycin was
performed as described previously.1

Preparation of Protein Lysates and Digested Peptides: Cells were rinsed with cold PBS and transferred into Urea
Lysis Buffer (ULB, 8 M Urea, 20 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 1 mM β-glycerophosphate, 1 mM sodium vanadate, 2.5 mM
sodium pyrophosphate). The cell slurry was sonicated 3 times for 20 s each at 15 W output power with a 1 min
cooling on ice between each burst. Lysates were centrifuged 15 min at 4 °C at 20,000× g to remove insoluble debris.
CSF was added to dry aliquots of RapiGest (Waters) and ammonium bicarbonate (pH8.0) to a final concentration of
0.1% and 50 mM, respectively. Soluble protein was reduced with 4.5 mM DTT (30 min, 40 °C) and alkylated with 10
mM iodoacetamide (15 min, RT) in the dark. Samples were diluted 1:4 with 200 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH
8.0) and digested overnight with trypsin-TPCK (1:75, w:w, Promega) in 1 mM HCl. Other protease digestions were
performed using the manufacturer’s recommended protocol (LysC, AspN, GluC, ArgC, Promega and NEB). Digested
peptide lysates were desalted over 360 mg SEP PAK Classic C18 columns (Waters, Richmond, VA, USA,
#WAT051910). Peptides were eluted with 50% acetonitrile in 0.1% TFA, dried under lyophilization conditions, and
stored at −80 °C in 0.1 – 1.0 mg aliquots.

BAMS Assay - Bead Preparation: Each antibody was conjugated to NHS-activated magnetic agarose beads in a 10
μL slurry (7 µg of antibody/100 beads, 375 - 420 micron diameter) in PBS buffer, for 3-12 h (4 °C), and quenched
with Tris HCl (100 mM, pH 8.0) for 1 h at RT. Unbound antibody was removed with three 400 μL washes of cold
PBS (2 min, 4 °C). Beads were stored in PBS and 0.02% sodium azide (4 °C).

BAMS Assay – Target Peptide Binding: Target peptide enrichment was performed using 10 – 1000 µg of digested
peptides (or soluble protein) with typically 3 replicate beads/target. Multiplex peptide enrichment was performed
using 10 – 1000 µg of purified peptides (or soluble protein) with typically 3 replicate beads/target in a volume of 50 –
200 µL. Peptides and affinity capture beads were incubated in binding buffer (1M KCl, 100 mM Tris HCl in
deionized water, pH 8.0) for a period of between 3 – 12 hrs at 4 °C in Thermomixer (Eppendorf). Beads were washed
sequentially in PBS (700 uL), ammonium bicarbonate (700 uL, 10 mM, pH 8.0) and deionized water (700 uL) to
remove any nonspecific bound peptides (2 min, 4 °C).

BAMS Assay – Target Peptide Elution: Washed BAMS beads are transferred to the hydrated wells to settle into the
micro-wells of the BAMS plate assembly with gentle agitation and centrifugation (5 min, 200 x g). After
centrifugation, the sample chamber gasket is removed, leaving the micro-well gasket fixed in place on the slide. The
bead array is exposed to an aerosol of elution buffer using a Matrix Sprayer, containing 0.5 mg/mL α-cyano-4-
hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) in 50% acetonitrile and 0.4% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) for approximately 15 min.
Once the matrix is dry, the silicone gasket is lifted off the slide and any remaining dry agarose beads are removed by
compressed air leaving an array of spots containing purified and concentrated target peptides for subsequent MALDI
MS measurement.

MALDI TOF Linear Instrument Settings: Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization Time of Flight (MALDI-
TOF) MS data was acquired on Bruker Daltonics (Billerica MA) Autoflex Speed or rapifleX MALDI-TOF/TOF mass
spectrometer using FlexControl v.3.4 software. Unless otherwise indicated, the autoflex speed acquisition conditions
in the positive linear mode were, 750-7000 m/z mass range (2 kHz, 10000 spectra/spot using the random walk
method). The voltage settings were 19.50 kV (ion source 1), 18.35 kV (ion source 2) and 6.0 kV (lens). The pulsed
ion extraction was 130 ns. The detector gain voltage was 4.0X or 2910 V. The acquisition settings on the rapifleX for
automated runs in positive linear mode were 700-7000 m/z mass range, 10 kHz laser repetition rate, 4000 laser shots.

MALDI TOF Analysis: Mass spectra were processed and analyzed using FlexAnalysis software. Peaks were
detected that had a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 3. In some cases, baseline subtraction procedure was applied to
individual mass spectra. Unless otherwise indicated, peaks in the mass spectra are labeled using either average or
monoisotopic m/z values using the peak picking algorithms available in the software. mMass was utilized for data
review.

INTRODUCTION
Whereas proteomic studies typically rely on multi-dimensional separation methods producing tens of
scans per second over potentially hours of acquisition, the microarray analytical platform termed
Bead Assisted Mass Spectrometry (BAMS™) can quantitatively survey a pathway of interest using
less than a hundred beads per kit, with only a single MS1 scan required per bead. The multiplexed
immuno-affinity achieved by the beads, combined with the spatial separation of the microarray
format, enables the MALD-MS instrument to generate a characteristic, highly reproducible MS1
signature per bead. Here we report on a mass-informatic platform that fully leverages the implicit
knowledge embedded in the design of such assays to efficiently transform the raw MS1 spectra
produced per bead, into a detailed quantitative pathway report. The platform delivers a browser
based custom Report Generator associated with a given BAMS reagent-set and enables the user to
transform raw spectral data into a fully interactive pathway-centric results viewer within seconds.
Note that the data never leaves the user’s browser, since the entire mass-informatics workflow can
be executed by the browser itself.

METHODS
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